CLOCKSS
A Trusted Community-Run Archive
From Prototype to Production

community! To request
a membership form,
please complete
the information on
the back.

Distributed Preservation: Proven and Sustainable

Built on open source LOCKSS™ (Lots of Copies Keep Stuff Safe)
technology, the CLOCKSS archive comprises geographically-dispersed
nodes located at major research libraries, into which e-content is
routinely ingested and preserved. Content stored in CLOCKSS cannot
be accessed until a trigger event is deemed to have occurred and the
CLOCKSS board votes to “light up” the affected titles and restore
access to them again. Within the past year, CLOCKSS experienced two
trigger events and responded by releasing the endangered content at
CLOCKSS host organizations, making it free to all without need of
a subscription.
Libraries and Publishers in Charge

With commitment from Elsevier, Wiley, Nature Publishing Group,
American Physiological Society, bepress, and other premier publishers
to deposit their titles, and from libraries across the world to act as
archive nodes, CLOCKSS is currently incorporating as a not-for-profit
organization and will begin operations soon thereafter. Libraries and
publishers worldwide are invited to help guide and govern CLOCKSS.

POWERED BY LOCKSS

Join the CLOCKSS

The founding members of the CLOCKSS pilot program are pleased
to announce that CLOCKSS will advance to active operations in
mid-2008. Two years ago, scholarly publishers and research libraries,
challenged by the responsibility to preserve the digital assets of the
community, joined forces to build a prototype for a global dark archive.
Their unique collaboration focused on creating an archive “cooperative”
with publishers and libraries running the archive together.

Support CLOCKSS!
For more information
on joining CLOCKSS,
please complete
and fax this page to:
650.725.4902
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Contact
Email

Phone

LIBRARY MATERIALS BUDGET

ANNUAL CONTRIBUTION

Under $1 million

$450

$1-2

million

$600

$2-3

million

$1,200

$3-4

million

$1,800

$4-5

million

$2,400

$5-7

million

$3,000

$7-9

million

$4,200

$9-11

million

$5,400

$11-13 million

$6,600

$13-15 million

$7,800

$15-20 million

$9,000

$20-25 million

$12,000

Over $25 million

$15,000

Consortial discounts are available. Contact CLOCKSS for details.

www.clockss.org
650.721.5838
info@clockss.org
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